Let X be a topological vector space and let S be a locally compact space. Let us consider the function space
, C S X of all continuous functions : f S X  , vanishing outside a compact set of S, equipped with an appropriate topology. In this work we will be concerned with the relationship between bounded operators   0 : , T C S X X  , and X-valued integrals on . When X is a Banach space, such relation has been completely achieved via Bochner integral in [1] . In this paper we investigate the context of locally convex spaces and we will focus attention on weak integrals, namely the Pettis integrals. Some results in this direction have been obtained, under some special conditions on the structure of X and its topological dual 
Topological Preliminaries
Suppose that S is a locally compact space and let X be a locally convex TVS. We denote by the set of all continuous functions
vanishing outside a compact set of S, put 0 0 if X = R. We are interested in representing linear bounded operators , by means of weak integrals against scalar measures on the Borel
Before handling more closely this problem, we need some topological facts about the space .
If K is a compact set in S, let be the set of all continuous functions
with the topology K  generated by the family of seminorms:
where   p  is the family of seminorms generating the locally convex topology of X. The topology K  is the topology of uniform convergence on K.
Next let us observe that , , , , 
is K  , this means that the canonical embedding
C S X into the locally convex Hausdorff space V, then T is continuous if and only if the restriction
Recall that is equipped with the uniform norm.
Lemma
The operator U  is linear and bounded. Moreover for each 0
Proof: First it is clear that
. Now by Proposition 1.1(b), we have to show that for each compact set K of S the operator
Since by Formula (*), the right side of this inequality is
. It is clear that we can assume
and we have 
Integral Representation by Pettis Integral
In what follows, we introduce a class of bounded operators , which is, in this context, similar to the class used in [1] .
Definition
Let P be the class of all bounded operators satisfying the following condition: 
By this theorem we may denote each operator T in the class P by the conventional symbol
where the letter P stands for Pettis integral.
Operators Associated to Scalar Measures via Pettis Integrals
In this section we start with a bounded scalar measure  on and we seek for a linear bounded
such that the correspondence between  and T would be given by formula (W). First let us make some observations.
Operators via Pettis Integrals
A little inspection of (W) suggests the following quite plausible observations: First the integral [4] , for a locally convex space having the convex compactness property [5] , according to the following theorems (see [4] for details).
Theorem
Let X be a locally convex space with the convex compactness property, and whose dual 
for each seminorm p  on X.
Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space whose dual * X  is a barrelled space. If  is a bounded signed measure on B S , then there is a unique bounded operator in the class P satisfying (W) with respect to
Most of these results have been obtained for a space whose dual is a Mackey space. It is natural to ask if similar representations can be established if the dual is endowed with another topology, e.g. the strong topology.
Definition
The strong topology   * , X X  of * X is the topology generated by the family of the seminorms:
where B is running over all the bounded sets of X. It is the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded sets of X. When we restrict to the finite sets B of X we get the so called weak * topology 
2)
, that is, every weak * continuous X X   functional on X  is strongly continuous .
Definition
We say that the space X is semireflexive if
Now we are in a position to state the main results of this paper.
Theorem
Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff semireflexive space.
If  is a bounded signed measure on , then there is a unique bounded operator in the class P satisfying:
